Tenure Track Position in International Business

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
British Columbia, Canada

Requirements: PHD in International Business or in another area with an IB focus. Strong preference for IB/Strategy combination. ABD near completion considered.

Rank: Assistant Professor

Start Date: September 2004 or other mutually agreeable date.

Teaching: Four courses per year. Probable assignments include Introduction to International Business, Strategic Management of the MNC.

Simon Fraser University: Simon Fraser University is a major research and teaching university offering more that 100 undergraduate, graduate and professional programs. Approximately 17,000 (full-time equivalent) students are enrolled in the five faculties. SFU is consistently ranked in the top 3 comprehensive universities in Canada. For more information on SFU go to www.sfu.ca

Faculty of Business Administration: The International Business Area is a dynamic research oriented group within the Faculty of Business Administration. The student population consists of approximately 1500 undergraduate and 270 graduate students. The Faculty offers International Business concentrations in the BBA, MBA, and PhD (beginning 2004) programs. For more information on the faculty go to www.bus.sfu.ca

Location: SFU is located in greater Vancouver, British Columbia. Vancouver is consistently ranked as one of the best cities in the world for its quality of life. SFU’s main Burnaby campus occupies a spectacular mountain top location 15 km from the city centre. In addition SFU maintains two other campuses, one in downtown and one in the suburb of Surrey.

Contact at the AIB meeting in Monterey: Dr. Hemant Merchant, Hyatt Regency Hotel

To be considered, please send cover letter, curriculum vitae, evidence of teaching effectiveness, and the names of three referees to:

David C Thomas, PhD
Professor of International Management
Faculty of Business Administration
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, British Columbia V5A 1S6
CANADA
E-mail: dcthomas@sfu.ca

As required by law this advertisement is in the first instance directed to citizens and permanent residents of Canada. Simon Fraser University is committed to the principle of equity in employment and offers equal employment opportunities to qualified applicants. This position is subject to budgetary approval.